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atC & WEathEr: MaStEring thE SyStEMS (2nD 
EDition, by riCharD CollinS) – In this exciting new 
edition, Richard Collins explains how to work air traffic 
control an dweather to maximm advantage on every 
flight. The emphasis is on judgment and the interface 
between pilot and environment. Addresses both VFR 
and IFR situations, from flight planning on through to 
arrival and landing. Soft cover, 172 pgs., indexed. 
 P/N 13-02356 .................... .

thE Savvy Flight inStruCtor (by grEg broWn) 
– This book teaches tips and strategies for recruiting 
new and return flight students, increasing students’ 
skills and customer satisfaction for the individual flight 
instructor, and for flight schools and managers. The 
author, a flight instructor since 1979 and an enthusias-
tic general aviation advocate, exhorts flight instructors 
to strive for professionalism, giving vital guidance for 
advancing their careers while helping promote gen-

eral aviation. Foreword by Sean Elliott, Executive Director of NAFI. 213 
pages, illustrated. P/N 13-02382 ......................

notES oF a SEaPlanE inStruCtor: an inStruCtional guiDE 
to SEaPlanE Flying (by burkE MEES) – Gives pilot 
all the information they need to add a seaplane to their 
certificate. All the seaplane maneuvers are covered, 
starting with preflight, through taxiing, takeoff, landing, 
and postflight procedures; also operating in various water 
conditions, stability of the aircraft on the water, step-taxi 
and -turn, and much more. Many illustrations, inspired 
by the author’s original seaplane notebook sketches, are 
included to further explain the concepts. Soft cover, 160 pages, illus-
trated. P/N 13-02367 ......................

Say again, PlEaSE: guiDE to raDio 
CoMMuniCationS (2nD EDition, by bob garDnEr) 
– This new edition adds material on GPS, Land and 
Hold Short Operations (LAHSO), and has been expand-
ed and updated to reflect current rules and operating 
procedures. Chapters cover communication etiquette 
and rules, understanding radio equipment, emergency 
situations, and IFR communications & clearances. Also 
included: a concise summary of the FAA’s communica-

tion facilities and their functions, airspace classifications and definitions, 
and FAA’s recommended shorthand for copying clearances. Soft cover, 
208 pages, illustrated & indexed. P/N 13-01064.................................... .

thE art oF Flying (by robErt buCk) – Robert Buck 
discusses how the smart pilot sharpens and uses his “feel” 
for the airplane; how the best pilots fine-tune their knowl-
edge and skills to plan shrewdly, command confidence, 
and handle their aircraft smoothly. Stresses the need for 
pilots to be in command of their flying. Hard cover, 186 pgs, 
indexed & illustrated. P/N 13-02354 .................... .

FliErS (by katiE gooDE) – Explores aviators and 
their art, careers, kinds of flying; airshow performers, 
skywriter, Alaska bush pilot, airline captains, homebuilt 
airplane pilot, airforce captain, firefighter pilot, news-
helicopter pilot, & more. All stories are in the pilots’ own 
words. Perfect for experienced pilots or those active 
in “hangar flying,” Fliers is motivational reading for all 
and makes an excellent guide to careers in aviation! 
Introduction by Chuck Yeager. Fully illustrated. Soft 
cover, 220 pgs. P/N 13-02362 .................... .

tiPS to Fly by (by riCharD CollinS) – Veteran pilot 
Dick Collins draws on his extensive experience at th econ-
trols of a variety of light aircraft. Text is organized along 
the natrual progression of a flight: through takeoff, climb, 
enroute, descent an dlanding. Added focus is placed on high 
performance singles, twins, and emergencies. This book 
imparts the kind of flying savvy that takes thousands of flight 
hours to obtain. Soft cover, 224 pgs, indexed.

 P/N 13-02383 .................... .

air CraShES (by riCharD CollinS) – What went 
wrong, why, and what can be done about it - this book 
examines factors that have led to past accidents so read-
ers can avoid repeating them. Hard cover, 254 pages, 
indexed. P/N 13-02359 ....................

thE PErFECt Flight (2nD EDition, by riCharD 
CollinS) – In this landmark book, Taylor provides VFR pilots 
with an emergency reserve of instrument flying techniques 
an dprocedures they need in order to cope with an dsurvive 
an inadvertnt encounter with IFR conditions. Soft cover, 138 
pgs, illustrated & indexed. P/N 13-04189 ................

Pilot’S hanDbook oF aEronautiCal knoWlEDgE 
– Written for the applicant preparing for the Private, 
Commercial, or Flight Instructor Certificates, it is 
also valuable to flight instructors as a teaching aid. 
Providing basic knowledge essential for all pilots—
from beginning student pilots to those pursuing more 
advanced pilot certificates—this introduces pilots to the 
broad spectrum of knowledge needed as they progress 
through pilot training. This book has all the information 

necessary for operating an aircraft. P/N 13-00983 ......................

BOOKS

rotary Wing Flight – Includes discussion on helicopter 
aerodynamics, common flight techniques, normal field oper-
ations, and precautionary measures, and critical conditions. 
122 pages, glossary.
 P/N 13-00986 ................................ .

MEntal Math For PilotS (by ronalD MCElroy) – If you are 
simply looking for a way to improve your math skills in the cockpit, then 

this book is a must read. Mental Math revs up the brainpower 
to quickly process not only those pesky math questions asked 
during airline interviews, but expands the mental hard drive to 
handle a wide range of practical number problems in flight. Soft 
cover, illustrated, includes index & glossary, approximately 117 
pages. P/N 13-03201 .................... .

FroM thE grounD uP - This full-color illustrated avia-
tion ground school textbook is the most popular aviation 
text in many countries throughout the world. Rewritten 
for U.S. operations and procedures, this book is often 
referred to as the “bible” for ground school flight training 
and is more comprehensive and informative than the 
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM). From the Ground 

Up offers a wide range of advice, techniques and instruction on practi-
cally every aspect of flying, supported with beautiful color illustrations 
and photographs throughout. A sample Private Pilot FAA Knowledge 
Exam concludes the book. Pilots will find everything they need to know 
within its covers. Soft cover, full-color illustration, glossary, indexed, 352 
pages. P/N 13-04422 ............................

oWning, buying or Flying thE CESSna 150/152 - If 
you are considering buying a Cessna 150/152, or already 
own one, this book covers it all! Mike Arman is an advanced 
ground instructor, who uses his knowledge of flying, to 
impart helpful information to students and experienced 
pilots alike. Tips on buying, maintaining and upgrading a 
Cessna 150/152 are plentiful in this useful and entertaining 

book.  P/N 13-03481 ............................

aSa galloPing on WingS - Galloping on Wings with 
the P-51 Mustang is the action-packed autobiography 
by air race pilot Howie Keefe. Howie Keefe, USNR 
(retired), takes you behind the scenes to get a per-
sonal glimpse into the amazing and precarious world 
of air racing. The author’s thrill-a-minute account is an 
inspiring chronicle of his many fascinating adventures 
from a lifetime of aviation exploits. Ride along at over 
400 mph as he describes remarkable events from his 

early days of training to setting records and winning trophy after trophy 
in numerous Unlimited Class Air Races at Reno, Cape May, Miami, and 
more. P/N 13-05651 ......................

aSa tEaChing ConFiDEnCE in thE ClouDS - Today, 
pilots are faced with a new and challenging era of glass 
cockpit general aviation aircraft, innovative aircraft design, 
advances in avionics technology, and changes to instrument 
procedures and airspace. Students are more technically 
savvy. Therefore with time/money always at a minimum, a 
demand exists for highly skilled flight instructors who know 

the best teaching methods for flying IFR. P/N 13-05652 .................... .

aSa - PoWErED ParaChutE Flying book - This new FAA handbook 
introduces the basic pilot skills and knowledge essential for 
piloting powered parachutes. It benefits student pilots just 
beginning their PPC endeavors, as well as those pilots 
wishing to improve their flying proficiency and aeronautical 
knowledge, and flight instructors engaged in the instruction 
of both students and licensed pilots.
 P/N 13-05761 .................... .


